


WhoWho
Age of NoobAge of Noob
Content creator on YouTube for primarily Age of Content creator on YouTube for primarily Age of 
Empires II and Age of Empires IV, publishing videos Empires II and Age of Empires IV, publishing videos 
about game mechanics, analyses, news, and more!about game mechanics, analyses, news, and more!

Silver Knight PCsSilver Knight PCs
The sponsor of this glorious event, Silver Knight PCs The sponsor of this glorious event, Silver Knight PCs 
are experts in providing high-performance computer are experts in providing high-performance computer 
solutions at rock bottom prices and the builders of the solutions at rock bottom prices and the builders of the 
custom AoE PC that will be given away to the winner custom AoE PC that will be given away to the winner 

of this event. Located in Fayetteville, NC, they handle everything of this event. Located in Fayetteville, NC, they handle everything 
from selling individual computer parts, to building an entire system from selling individual computer parts, to building an entire system 
and customizing it visually to your taste – so they are the one-stop-and customizing it visually to your taste – so they are the one-stop-
shop for all your computer needs.shop for all your computer needs.

AboutAbout
Craft of Cartography (CoC) is an homage to map makers of the past Craft of Cartography (CoC) is an homage to map makers of the past 
and the now defunct AoE2 Market Technology. Age of Noob and and the now defunct AoE2 Market Technology. Age of Noob and 
Silver Knight PCs want to celebrate a quarter of a century of Age Silver Knight PCs want to celebrate a quarter of a century of Age 
of Empires by giving away a custom-built, Age of Empires themed of Empires by giving away a custom-built, Age of Empires themed 
modern gaming computer — a PC built by creatives, for creatives. modern gaming computer — a PC built by creatives, for creatives. 
The event is centered around building the best and most creative The event is centered around building the best and most creative 
Crafted Map for Age of Empires IV.Crafted Map for Age of Empires IV.



WhenWhen
Please see below of all important dates for the event. Although highly Please see below of all important dates for the event. Although highly 
unlikely, any changes to the dates below will be announced on Age of unlikely, any changes to the dates below will be announced on Age of 
Noob’s Noob’s Twitter accountTwitter account. . 

• • July 16th, 2022July 16th, 2022: Teaser for the event released on Age of Noob’s : Teaser for the event released on Age of Noob’s 
YouTube channel.YouTube channel.

• • July 29th, 2022July 29th, 2022: Craft of Cartography announcement video : Craft of Cartography announcement video 
released, submissions open, and contestants begin map released, submissions open, and contestants begin map 
making for the event.making for the event.

• • September 30th, 2022September 30th, 2022: Submissions closed.: Submissions closed.

• • October 2nd, 2022October 2nd, 2022: Top 10 Selected & Revealed. Community : Top 10 Selected & Revealed. Community 
voting on top 10 begins.voting on top 10 begins.

• • October 9th, 2022October 9th, 2022: Voting closes.: Voting closes.

• • October 15th, 2022October 15th, 2022: Winner is announced. : Winner is announced. 

HowHow
To build a Crafted Map in Age of Empires IV, you need to use the To build a Crafted Map in Age of Empires IV, you need to use the 
Content Editor (also known as the Essence Editor). This tool comes Content Editor (also known as the Essence Editor). This tool comes 
with your game, and you can learn the basics of what the tool can with your game, and you can learn the basics of what the tool can 
do through this do through this linklink. You can also watch a 4-video short series by . You can also watch a 4-video short series by 
timdoesleveldesign, starting with this timdoesleveldesign, starting with this linklink. . 

You can join the You can join the AoE4 ModdingAoE4 Modding discord channel for further technical  discord channel for further technical 
questions and FAQs. The rest is up to your technical ability and creativity!questions and FAQs. The rest is up to your technical ability and creativity!

https://twitter.com/AgeNoob
https://youtu.be/95nLWgvVSK8
https://youtu.be/R7a0wz_6Sv8
https://discord.gg/Fexs4fav


Particiaption InstructionsParticiaption Instructions
Please fill out this form in the following Please fill out this form in the following linklink for basic info  for basic info 
gathering.gathering.

In order for your map to be considered in the event, you In order for your map to be considered in the event, you 
need to name it using the following naming structure need to name it using the following naming structure 
when you publish your mod in Age of Empires IV: when you publish your mod in Age of Empires IV: 

Craft of Cartography – [Name of your map]Craft of Cartography – [Name of your map]

Your description should be: “This is a map submission Your description should be: “This is a map submission 
for Craft of Cartography, hosted by Age of Noob and for Craft of Cartography, hosted by Age of Noob and 
Silver Knight PCs.” followed by whatever else you would Silver Knight PCs.” followed by whatever else you would 
like to type on there to describe your map. You can freely like to type on there to describe your map. You can freely 
publish and version your mod – we will only look at the publish and version your mod – we will only look at the 
latest published version the day submissions close.latest published version the day submissions close.

You need to be subscribed to Age of Noob’s You need to be subscribed to Age of Noob’s YouTube YouTube 
channelchannel and follow Age of Noob’s  and follow Age of Noob’s TwitterTwitter, as relevant , as relevant 
voting content will be shared on YouTube and any other voting content will be shared on YouTube and any other 
announcements will occur on Twitter. You need to follow announcements will occur on Twitter. You need to follow 
Silver Knight PCs’ Silver Knight PCs’ TwitterTwitter account, as the mouse &  account, as the mouse & 
keyboard giveaway will be announced there.keyboard giveaway will be announced there.

Optional: Join Age of Noob’s Optional: Join Age of Noob’s Discord channelDiscord channel to chat  to chat 
with other particiapants, ask any questions regarding the with other particiapants, ask any questions regarding the 
event, or drop by to just say hi!event, or drop by to just say hi!

https://forms.gle/XtEPpRfDyjwK7G5k9
https://www.youtube.com/c/AgeofNoob
https://www.youtube.com/c/AgeofNoob
https://twitter.com/AgeNoob
https://twitter.com/SilverKnightPCs
https://discord.gg/Wdw9AsDs


What to BuildWhat to Build
Crafted Maps are all about using in-game assets as creatively as Crafted Maps are all about using in-game assets as creatively as 
possible —  it is all about fine details and carefully constructed worlds. possible —  it is all about fine details and carefully constructed worlds. 
There are a ton of underutilized assets hidden in the game that many There are a ton of underutilized assets hidden in the game that many 
players have never seen before, and we’d like to surface them with players have never seen before, and we’d like to surface them with 
Craft of Cartography.Craft of Cartography.

Hence, the ultimate goal of this event is to create the most life-like Hence, the ultimate goal of this event is to create the most life-like 
map that you can possibly craft. We want participants to be able to map that you can possibly craft. We want participants to be able to 
show off what the game’s engine is capable of – and you can bring it show off what the game’s engine is capable of – and you can bring it 
to life by creating immersive worlds.to life by creating immersive worlds.

You are free to recreate worlds from your favourite shows or movies, You are free to recreate worlds from your favourite shows or movies, 
worlds from outside of the medieval era (if you can somehow build it worlds from outside of the medieval era (if you can somehow build it 
convincingly, as I saw some pretty cool space-themed maps in AoE2), convincingly, as I saw some pretty cool space-themed maps in AoE2), 
real cities or countries, and a mix of everything in between. We will real cities or countries, and a mix of everything in between. We will 
not limit your creativity – go berserk!not limit your creativity – go berserk!

Judgement CriteriaJudgement Criteria
Since the event’s submissions are very open ended – and participants Since the event’s submissions are very open ended – and participants 
can take it in very different directions – we need to be very clear can take it in very different directions – we need to be very clear 
about how the submissions will be judged initially to place into the about how the submissions will be judged initially to place into the 
top 10. Age of Noob and Silver Knight PCs will announce the top 10 top 10. Age of Noob and Silver Knight PCs will announce the top 10 
using the criteria below on the date communicated above, and the using the criteria below on the date communicated above, and the 
community will then vote which of the best 10 maps is the winner. community will then vote which of the best 10 maps is the winner. 
Please read them carefully to maximize your potential! Please read them carefully to maximize your potential! 



CriteriaCriteria
• • DensityDensity: Good map designers know how to utilize space : Good map designers know how to utilize space 

effectively – and we will judge how well populated the map effectively – and we will judge how well populated the map 
is. Very large empty plains or seas with not much purpose is. Very large empty plains or seas with not much purpose 
(like a typical Arabia generated map) is lazy design. That (like a typical Arabia generated map) is lazy design. That 
said, if you opt to build a real-life location, then large seas said, if you opt to build a real-life location, then large seas 
that recreate that location is fine, but beware that there will that recreate that location is fine, but beware that there will 
be increased focus on how you populate the land then. In be increased focus on how you populate the land then. In 
other words, the goal here is not necessarily to create the other words, the goal here is not necessarily to create the 
most densely populated maps possible – but we are asking most densely populated maps possible – but we are asking 
every inch of your map be well thought. If we feel like there is every inch of your map be well thought. If we feel like there is 
too much empty, unutilized space that does not serve much too much empty, unutilized space that does not serve much 
purpose and makes your map look lifeless, then your chances purpose and makes your map look lifeless, then your chances 
of making the top 10 will be lower. of making the top 10 will be lower. 

• • VarietyVariety: Depending on the theme, location, or type of map : Depending on the theme, location, or type of map 
you choose to build, this may vary. However, we will judge you choose to build, this may vary. However, we will judge 
on how well you have utilized the abundant in-game assets. on how well you have utilized the abundant in-game assets. 
Participants who populate their worlds with more varied Participants who populate their worlds with more varied 
content will have the upper leg. Again – just like the point content will have the upper leg. Again – just like the point 
above – the point is not to make the most varied map or above – the point is not to make the most varied map or 
placing one of each unit randomly. Whatever you choose to placing one of each unit randomly. Whatever you choose to 
populate your map with should make sense within the world populate your map with should make sense within the world 
you create, so do not sacrifice authenticity for the sake of you create, so do not sacrifice authenticity for the sake of 
variety. Try to utilize as much of the in-game assets as possible, variety. Try to utilize as much of the in-game assets as possible, 
especially those that we do not see in our regular games, that especially those that we do not see in our regular games, that 
fits your map.fits your map.



• • Creativity:Creativity: Participants who are able to utilize in-game assets  Participants who are able to utilize in-game assets 
in very creative ways – especially in ways that they were in very creative ways – especially in ways that they were 
not intended for – will have the upper hand. If you want not intended for – will have the upper hand. If you want 
inspiration on what we mean, check out inspiration on what we mean, check out this videothis video from  from 
Among the Hidden. AtH’s usage of in-game assets of AoE2 Among the Hidden. AtH’s usage of in-game assets of AoE2 
is unlike any other we have seen – the layering of different is unlike any other we have seen – the layering of different 
models, utilization of editing and coloring, and other creative models, utilization of editing and coloring, and other creative 
considerations are S-tier. AoE2 players will instantly recognize considerations are S-tier. AoE2 players will instantly recognize 
everything they see, even though they know there was a lot everything they see, even though they know there was a lot 
of work done to make it look a certain way that is normally of work done to make it look a certain way that is normally 
unattainable in their regular games.unattainable in their regular games.

• • ScaleScale: The focus is less about the size of the map you create : The focus is less about the size of the map you create 
and more about how well it’s designed and populated, as per and more about how well it’s designed and populated, as per 
the Density criterion above. Although unlikely, if two maps the Density criterion above. Although unlikely, if two maps 
are very similar in all other criteria, then the larger map will are very similar in all other criteria, then the larger map will 
win as a tie breaker. Make no mistake, a small map with a win as a tie breaker. Make no mistake, a small map with a 
gorgeous, populated world will always beat a larger map that gorgeous, populated world will always beat a larger map that 
is boring and lifeless. Size only matters if you can populate it is boring and lifeless. Size only matters if you can populate it 
and bring it to life! As a final note, we will definitely take into and bring it to life! As a final note, we will definitely take into 
consideration the time it took to populate your world. Hence, consideration the time it took to populate your world. Hence, 
if you manage to build a large map that is gorgeous and full if you manage to build a large map that is gorgeous and full 
of life, then you will likely make it to the top 10 and possibly of life, then you will likely make it to the top 10 and possibly 
win the whole thing. This is not an easy task – so plan and win the whole thing. This is not an easy task – so plan and 
envision your content ahead of selecting your map size.envision your content ahead of selecting your map size.

https://youtu.be/9_1Qn370IIY


• • Life: Life: Your map cannot be just land, seas, and trees. Any map Your map cannot be just land, seas, and trees. Any map 
that does not have Units will be disqualified. You need to bring that does not have Units will be disqualified. You need to bring 
your map to life, so utilize what you can to craft a believable, your map to life, so utilize what you can to craft a believable, 
living world.living world.

X-Factors: X-Factors: 

• • Movement & InteractionMovement & Interaction: This part is tricky. In AoE2, it is : This part is tricky. In AoE2, it is 
possible to code AI or instruct units to move a certain way possible to code AI or instruct units to move a certain way 
when the map is loaded. This makes the map a lot more lifelike, when the map is loaded. This makes the map a lot more lifelike, 
as archers practice their shooting in their ranges, villagers as archers practice their shooting in their ranges, villagers 
do their chores, and trade carts go back and forth between do their chores, and trade carts go back and forth between 
markets. This is possible to do with AoE4 as well, but as far as markets. This is possible to do with AoE4 as well, but as far as 
I know, it requires scripting. Any participant who is able to I know, it requires scripting. Any participant who is able to 
achieve movement and interaction in their map will have a big achieve movement and interaction in their map will have a big 
leg up. Folks who are unable to achieve this automatically can leg up. Folks who are unable to achieve this automatically can 
provide instructions on what to order units when the map is provide instructions on what to order units when the map is 
loaded, though this will be significantly less impressive than loaded, though this will be significantly less impressive than 
those who can achieve this automatically, not to mention those who can achieve this automatically, not to mention 
those who are able to achieve movement not possible by in-those who are able to achieve movement not possible by in-
game right clicking.game right clicking.

• • Other ConsiderationsOther Considerations: Certain things cannot be achieved : Certain things cannot be achieved 
without the use of without the use of Game ModesGame Modes or  or Tuning PacksTuning Packs, and any , and any 
participant who can utilize the power of those two will also participant who can utilize the power of those two will also 
have a leg up against their competitors. Once again, while have a leg up against their competitors. Once again, while 
the aforementioned are not necessary, they are allowed to be the aforementioned are not necessary, they are allowed to be 
used in conjunction with your crafted map. Hence, used in conjunction with your crafted map. Hence, you must you must 
indicate which additional mods need to be used alongside indicate which additional mods need to be used alongside 
your crafted mapyour crafted map in the description of your crafted map. in the description of your crafted map.



PrizesPrizes
The winner of Craft of Cartography will get a brand-new, custom The winner of Craft of Cartography will get a brand-new, custom 
built, Age of Empires themed modern gaming PC as seen below. For built, Age of Empires themed modern gaming PC as seen below. For 
more information about the specs of the computer and its builders, more information about the specs of the computer and its builders, 
check out the computer’s check out the computer’s dedicated webpagededicated webpage on Silver Knight PCs’  on Silver Knight PCs’ 
website.website.

To ensure that all participants get a chance to win something from To ensure that all participants get a chance to win something from 
the event, Silver Knight PCs will also the event, Silver Knight PCs will also 
be giving away an EVGA Mouse & be giving away an EVGA Mouse & 
Keyboard, namely an EVGA Z12 Keyboard, namely an EVGA Z12 
RGB Gaming Keyboard and an RGB Gaming Keyboard and an 
EVGA X15 Gaming Mouse. FollowEVGA X15 Gaming Mouse. Follow
Silver Knight PCs’ TwitterSilver Knight PCs’ Twitter to not miss out! to not miss out!

https://www.silverknightpcs.com/project-age-of-empires
https://twitter.com/SilverKnightPCs


Final NoteFinal Note
This event is a passion project for both myself at Age of Noob as well This event is a passion project for both myself at Age of Noob as well 
as the folks over at Silver Knight PCs! We are all RTS lovers and have as the folks over at Silver Knight PCs! We are all RTS lovers and have 
a soft spot for the Age of Empires franchise and its community. We a soft spot for the Age of Empires franchise and its community. We 
hope that this event will be a fun experience for everyone involved, hope that this event will be a fun experience for everyone involved, 
and lots of awesome, creative work will come out of it.and lots of awesome, creative work will come out of it.

As mentioned before, I welcome all of you to join our Discord, and As mentioned before, I welcome all of you to join our Discord, and 
specifically the Craft of Cartography channel to talk about mods, specifically the Craft of Cartography channel to talk about mods, 
crafting, scripting, or any other questions you may have regarding crafting, scripting, or any other questions you may have regarding 
the event. I will do my best to answer questions that may arise there, the event. I will do my best to answer questions that may arise there, 
as well as other clarifications you may seek in case it is not covered as well as other clarifications you may seek in case it is not covered 
in this document. Happy crafting and best of luck!in this document. Happy crafting and best of luck!

  Age of Noob  &        Silver Knight PCsAge of Noob  &        Silver Knight PCs


